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he could create special orchestra with an
adult and they were so happy to perform!

DHIA Festival of Inclusive Culture 23-30.09.2018

DHIA festival of
Inclusive
Culture
concerns outdoor
sport or artistic
activities
were
people with fewer
opportunities are
partiicpating in public events. The Deaf
and Hearing People Festival of Inclusive
Culture has been held on 6 cities in 2018:
Chania, Thessaloniki, Athens, Litochoro
(Olympus), Nafplion and Preveza!

1st day: 6th Festival of Inclusive Culture
started in Chania.

2nd day: The first festival activity we
have attended and supported as EERco
Volunteers has started on Thessaloniki in
a Plateia Aristotelous. As I understood, it
was special action for social minorities
and refugees. It’s wonderful to know that
such festivals are exist and support
people. Very interesting costumes, hats
tell lots of stories about Greece even if
you can’t understand the language. For
example,
boys
have
belts
with
ammunition for weapons. It means lots of
countries wanted to capture Greece and
greeks should always be on guard
previous years.

About traditional dances: most of them
are circle, all dancers hold each other –
like in life they support each other and

3rd

day: Athen’s festival was
connected with sport most off all and as I
understood it was inclusive one: because
typical and special needs children
participated there. And it was great job of
Nikiforos Kotridis., because it’s really
hard to connect it.
4th day: In Litochoro we were watching
ancient greek tragedy. It was so truthful
that could immerse me very deep to
ancient times!

5th day: Nafplion (we didn't get in
Nafplio, it was too far...)

6th & 7th day: In Preveza was held a
help if something bad is happened. For
me it’s also about old family traditions:
they are very strong and understructible.
You always feel safety in greek family.
The second part of Thessaloniki festival
activities
was
music
and
dance
performances by very interesting special
groups. It’s wonderful experience,
because it helps to disability and special
needs people to represent themselves
and show their unusual opportunities of
singing, playing instruments, dancing,
sports! I didn’t feel they have some
special conditions of health when they
performed!!! It’s incredible! It was also
wonderful to meet a collegue – music
therapist in the festival and saw his job –

dance and sport festival. It was modern
dances with some historical events that
happened in Greece. I felt like this. In the
beginning, we made a small performance
by
mixing
traditional
tatar
song
“Umyrzaya” and contemporary dance
imrovisation with Eleni Kavazidou. It was
really wonderful performance, Eleni is real
professional, she could convey the mood
of tatar song without knowledges of the
language.

Autumn. It is the most beautiful season,
especially
in
Greece.
Olives,
pomegranates, flowers are everywhere.
The warm and calm weather allows
outdoor activities. So, isn’t it the most
suitable time for the festivals?

From 22nd till 30th of September we
were included in organization of festivals
of inclusive culture in different cities,
such
as
Thessaloniki,
Athens

, Preveza.
Festival in Thessaloniki was dedicated to
people with disabilities. They danced,
sang,
played
musical
instruments
together. It was so inspiring, imaging the
boy with autism disease singing as well
as you will not even understand that he
has a disease, while others accompanied
him with different music instruments.
Traditional Greek dances were also
folded great by people with special
needs.
Festival in Athens was about sport
activities. There were a Taekwondo show
and competition between people with
special needs in some game with a ball.
Athens is a big city and a lot of people
just passed by, but I am sure that they
had an excuse, may be work or some
appointment, because these kinds of
Ω¥¥Ωwas the longest one. During three
days we met, communicate with and
studied from deaf people. We had
different kinds of small trips together to
sightseeing, eat lunch together and even
visited the municipality of Preveza. At the
end, it was a big concert with dances and
Taekwondo show and also deaf people
organized
small
event
about
communication between them.
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each of them.

Program of the “MACs Autumn”
Project
Maximize Arts and Creativity Project
concerns a Youth Mobility in the frames
of European Voluntary Service funded by
Erasmus+ program of European Union.
The sending organization was SFERA
Movement Association, located in
Nojgorov, Russian Federation; the
hosting and coordinating organization
was EERco, located in Alexandreia
Imathias. Since 2019 EERco has already
moved its central office in Thessaloniki;
Alexandreia's office serves as an EERco
branch.
The activities have been held in
Alexandreia Imathias except from the
activities of the 1st week (DHIA festival
activities, for more information about the
events,
please
visit
the
site
http://esai.gr/dhias.html. The volunteers
participated in the events that have been
held in
a) 24.09 > Thessaloniki,
b) 25.09 > Athens,
c) 26.09 > Litochoro and
d) 28-30.09 > Preveza.

The first 2 weeks were basically a period
of adaptation and the 5th to 8th week
were the main weeks of high productivity
and program regularity.
During the last week (W9) have been
organized a Goodbye Party, EERco
Events for talented youth in Performing
Arts, supported by our volunteers and
Dissemination
Activities
of
the
Volunteers' Project.
Each week have been scheduled selfreflection activities for the volutneers.
After the youth mobility, the volunteers
have been asked to participate in the
Youthpass certificate proccess as it is
reccomended. They have also been
asked to participate in EERco evaluation
proccess for the current project and
except of working as authors of the
current magazine, to create youth forums
related to topics of their interest.
The final dissemination event, after the
Youth Mobility, has been organized for
the 19th of January 2019 and we hope
that our Volunteers will honor us with
their presence via recorded videos of a
short salute and wishes for the new year!

Between 2nd and 8th week Volunteers
focused on
a) creative activities,
b) training courses,
c) job shadowing experiences and
d) a project that has been proposed by

Our EVS Program
Maximize Arts and Creativity Skills AUTUMN 2018
European Voluntary Service (EVS) is the European
Commission's project that allows a young person
(17–30 years) to become a volunteer in another
country for a specified period, normally between 2–
12 months. The service activities can be, for
example, in the field of environment, arts and culture,
activities with children, young people or the elderly,
heritage or sports and leisure activities. Each project
has three partners, a volunteer, a sending
organisation and a host organisation. The project has
to take place in a country other than where the
volunteers lives, is non-profit-making and unpaid and
lasts for a limited period (maximum 12 months).
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“MACs Autumn” Event in Neoi
Epivates | 14.11.2019
Esai en Roi Cultural
Organization
of
Macedonia - Thrace
in cooperation with
"Sonora" Scientific
Company of Music
therapy & Research
are organizing
a
tribute
in
Music
therapy open to public
introductive seminars on
Wednesday, 14th of November from
20:00 to 21:00 “Anti-stressful exercises
for performers before getting on the
stage” [Polyna Kavoura, Music therapist,
MA, Member of Sonora Scientific
Group and
Greek
Music
Therapy
Association (Greece)]; from 21:00 to
22:00 "Sounds of body" - body-oriented
vocal therapy with dance movement
therapy and somatics approach [Alina
Belyaeva,
music
therapist,
vocal
therapist, vocal couch, member of Kazan
Common wealth of music therapists
(Kazan, Russia)]. Location: EERco Studio,
Kileler 3, Neoi Epivates, Thessaloniki
Contacts:
+306936597376
Eleni
Kavazidou.

a circle. After that I hold my seminar
"Sounds of body". We started from
Laban-analyse with dance-movement
therapy. After we tried to sound with
different "houses" of our body. Then we
did relax practise for voice
releasing and body block removal.
And in the end, we sang
together exercise from vocal
therapy. Group was very
conscious and inspired us so
much! Everybody was very
happy and relax after!!!

“MACs Autumn” Event in
Alexandreia Imathias 16.11.2019
The Public Benefit Society of the
Municipality of Alexandria in collaboration
with the Cultural Organization of
Macedonia of Thrace organizes an
artistic tribute to the children of the KDAP
MEA of the Municipality of Alexandria
with free admission for all. The action is
part of the European Voluntary Service,
Erasmus +, Pr.
Maximize Arts and
Creativity
Skills
AUTUMN
2018.
November 16, 2018 18: 00-20: 00 Place:

Alina shares her Experiences of
the Music Therapy Tribute
14.11.2018
We spent really wonderful time by
holding 2 seminars with Polina Cavoura
dedicated to European day of Music
therapy. It was held in the wonderful
dance school of Katerina Kotridou in
Pereya, Neoi Epivates, which always has
very calm and bright atmosphere. I really
excited of her workshop connected with
antistressful exercizes for performers.
What was also nice, that we are from
close schools - Nordoff-Robbins and
anthroposophical music therapy. Also,
very interesting people came in studio:
musicians, psychologists, dancers, music
and dance teachers, others. They were
really interested in the theme. At the
beginning, we tried to observe our stress
and show it in circle. After that we tried
with movement: to fill the music and just
did intuitive dance. Then we worked in
pares and learned to trust to partner that
led us. It was very nice experience. I
really liked that we discuss everything in

EEEC
of
Alexandria A Tribute to
the Children of KDAP of the Municipality
of Alexandria Place: EEEC of Alexandria
Address: 18:00 Welcoming; 18:15 Buffet
with local traditional dishes from
Alexandria, Moscow and Kazan Farewell
party for Alina and Oleias, volunteers at
KDAP MEA, within the framework of the
European Voluntary Service (Erasmus +
Pr. Maximize Arts and Creativity Skills
AUTUMN); 18:40
Music Tribute Alina and Oleia
play piano and
guitar & sing for
the children of
OPEN.
Sophia
Lambropoulou,
student
of

Lyceum II, resident of Alexandria,
accompanies
her
own
dance
performances and choreographies, the
songs composed by Alina and Olesya
during their stay in Alexandria and are
dedicated to the cultural treasure of
Macedonia. -Traditional Songs and
Dances from Russia.

Our Volunteers share their
Experiences
of the
Goodbye
Party
16.11.2018

In Alexandria, there is an organization
that provide activities for people with
special needs. We did activities in this
school twice. The last time we did not
provided activities, but prepared small
concert, we sang, played our own pieces
and after had a buffee with traditional
Greek and Russian food. To be honest it
was really pity that we did not know
about this final event before the last
week. Children were so glad to
hear us and they wanted to
participate. If only we had had
enough time to prepare this
concert with them! In that
reason, I was not satisfied with
these activities. And people
didn’t like our Russian olivie
and pastila!

We hold very nice Farewell
event in Special High school "EEEEK
Alexandria’s" Vocational school for
Disabled on Friday 16th of November.
We started preparations one day before,
because we wanted to cook traditional
Russian food for 40-50 people. We
prepared winter salad, vinaigrette and
mashed potatoes with mushrooms. Also,
we prepared small performance with
traditional Tatar song, our own Russian
an English songs playing on guitar and
piano. It was really nice experience to
combine my own song with
contemporary
dance,
created by EERco leader. I
really liked it! What was
very interesting that after
the
last
song
of
performance one child
went on stage, turned on
synthesizer
and
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microphone and started to sing by
intuition. We were listening to him and
when he finished, bowed and everyone in
the hall clapped!!! It was very nice end
and I really liked it!!!
It made me also to think that it would be
nice to hold something with children in
future - performance and it could be kind
of small inclusive festival! This time we
didn't have much time for that, because
we started activities in EEEEK at the last
weeks of our project and information
about last event came spontaneously.
But it would be very nice to hold it
another time!!!

MACs Autumn Project & Final
Event | 21.11.2018
Morning was started with interesting
dance competition between students of
Art school. It was interesting tasks, lots of
improvisation. Also, I liked the idea to
combine this competition with special
checks of the dieticians as checking of
sporting possibilities: flexibility, strength,
endurance, etc. In the evening, we
presented our projects. It was really
exciting to perform in Thessaloniki City
Hall by singing and playing my own
Russian, English and traditional tatar

“MACs Autumn” Event in
Thessaloniki’s City Hall
20.11.2019
Esai en Roi Cultural Organization of
Macedonia
Thrace
in
cooperation with "Sonora" Scientific
Company of Music therapy & Research
are organizing a tribute in Music
therapy open to public introductive
seminars and Artistic Activities for
Education (Local Dance History, Basic
Rules for keeping physically fit as a
dancer, basics about dietics, Advising
and Career Orientation in Art related
Professions, and Evaluation of dance
performance) on Tuesday, 20th of
November from 18:00 “Lecture about
Music therapy History in Thessaloniki
and wider” [Polyna Kavoura, Music
therapist, MA]; from 19:00 “Music +
Dance events”
[Alina Belyaeva, Music therapist, Eleni
Kavazidou, Dance Movement Therapist,
Olesya
Ilinskaya,
student,Sofia
Labropoulou,pupil. Location: Thessaloniki
City Hall, Leof. Vasileos Georgiou 1,
Thessaloniki. Contacts: +306936597376
Eleni Kavazidou.

songs. It was
wonderful experience to
mix performance with dancing and
sign language! Another day in the
morning we had interesting meeting
with School of Art and we had a
discussion about Art education in
Russia and Greece. We compared
them and tried to find similarities and
differences. It was nice and curious
questions from audience and hope we
could answer for all of them.
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waiting for their classes they may draw in

MINORE Music School (Job-

JOB-SHADOWING
by EUROPEAN VOLUNTARY

SERVICE opportunities

Katerina Kotridou’s Dance

School (Job Shadowing) |
02.10.2018
Katerina Katridou dance school is located
in Perea, not far away from the Saloniki
city. The day when we visited this place
we found classes of ballet, tai-chi and
vocal. In ballet classes for children,
teachers in the school work smoothly and
clearly, but at the same time they are very
attentive and every child is not deprived
of teacher's love. If you visit the ballet
lesson for the smallest children you will
find that they learn dances by playing
and even try to create their own
movements, isn't it the perfect way to
teach small children? Ballet lessons for
adults are focused and productive, that is
why you will not only enjoy the lesson but
you also have a chance to become a
great ballerina. Vocal lesson for one child
was relaxed and funny and I saw that the
student loved it. While children are

a waiting room, the
provided. I also tried it! :)

materials

are

On Tuesday 2nd of October
we went to dance school of
Katerina
Kotridou
in
Pereya. I really liked an
atmosphere
there,
teachers and students are
very nice and warm. It’s
possible to find different
activities on your own
taste like ballet, tai-chi,
contemporary
dance,
somatics,
yoga,
selfdefence, vocal and many
others there. We attend to
tai-chi class. And after I
helped on vocal lesson by piano
playing. I really inspired to be in this
lesson, I really loved the job of master,
the way how she communicated with
child. Teacher tried to speak and played
with her, developing the imagination and
taught true vocal-breath technique. This
is really nice! After that director of school
offered to try something with her ballet
class (children 10-13 years old). So, I
tried to learn with them russian traditional
song “Ah ty, nochen’ka” with movements
like in Waldorf system of education. It is
really wonderful experience, because it
helps to communicate with greek
dancing students and mix different
pedagogic methods in one way. Students
were very keen and pretty quickly caught
the main moments.

Shadowing) | 08.10.2018
In the center of Alexandria you will find
the music school <<Minore>>. We have
visited the lesson of solfeggio. Actually,
this lesson was a little bit strange for me.
Because in Russia on solfeggio lesson
you learn note, how to write it, different
chords and gammas. But here during the
lesson they sang a lot. They sang notes,
different traditional songs and asked us
to sing <<Katusha>> and <<ochi
chirnye>> non-stop. Anyway, it was a
good way of sharing a culture. During our
next visit, we were listening works of
Rachmaninoff performed by one
teacher. In this school they have
piano, guitar and general subjects.
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On Wednesday 10th of October (2018)
we visited Minore music school. It was
nice to meet directors, teachers and
children there. We attended on choir
solfeggio class. It is interesting way to
work with choir by sight-reading from the
book that master created by himself. In
the middle part of the lesson children
started to sing songs typical to
Alexandreia. So, one of them was about
the mother of Alexander Great. One girl
always sang to the microphone, others
were as a choir, teacher played on synth.
I think it would be nice to use more
natural instruments like piano and live
voices without special sound systems
because it brings up qualities as the
ability to listen to music, each other and
learns subtle listening that is very-very
important for child development. In the
end, we sang together russian military
song “Katusha” and romance “Ochi
cherny”. That was very funny. Come and
see!

Unexpected Surprise with the visit
in Alexandreia’s Municipality
17.10.2018

Black Swan
Dance Studio
(Job-Shadowing)
| 17.10.2018

Black Swan dance
school is located in
Alexandria region.
Maria
Arampatzi,
the owner of the
school,
also
conducts
the
majority of lessons.
Here you will find
ballet dances, hip-hop
and body control for adults. Classes for
small children reminiscent of the fairy
tale: teacher in a costume, music and
movements are fabulous! Children like
this lesson. Once we tried together to
learn traditional Russian dance, children
handle it! Teenagers dance like a
professional already, they try not to miss
even one lesson. Hip-hop takes place
under the guidance of an experienced
teacher. He divided class into two groups
of adults and children. The lessons are
interesting and productive, we already
know plenty of movements. Body control
class is designed for people with different
physical training, so you will feel you
comfortable anyway. So come and swing
your body. Black Swan dance school is
located in Alexandria region. Maria
Arampatzi, the owner of the school, also
conducts the majority of lessons. Here
you will find ballet dances, hip-hop and
body control for adults. Classes for small

children reminiscent of the fairy tale:
teacher in a costume, music and
movements are fabulous! Children
like this lesson. Once we tried
together
to
learn
traditional
Russian dance, children handle it!
Teenagers dance like professionals
already, they try not to miss even
one lesson. Hip-hop takes place
under the guidance of an
experienced teacher. He divided
class into two groups of adults and
children.
The
lessons
are
interesting and productive, we
already
know
plenty
of
movements. Body control class is
designed for people with different
physical training, so you will feel you
comfortable anyway. So, come and swing
your body.

It was nice and interesting experience to
work with Black Swan dance school
children on the age 9-10 years old. We
started with musical greeting to know
each name and introduce themselves. I
decided to learn tatar traditional mobile
song “Kubalak gollerga kunsa” with girls.
Also, we tried it with the body
percussion. At the beginning, we started
just with clapping hands to understand
the rhythm of a song and I was singing it
live. Then I asked girls to clap one by one
in the circle while the song was going.
Hereupon we learned the rhythm by
clapping in different parts of body – that
is body percussion. And they were very
fast to understand it. I can say it’s very
important for dancers to feel the rhythm

Within
the
jobshadowing schedule, there has been
arranged a visit in Alexandreia’s Municipality
for meeting the Mayor and learning more
about office work of the city hall, with the
accompaniment of Volunteers’ Social Mentor.
Finally, there has been an unexpected
obstacle of the Social Mentor as to be
cancelled the current activity. Alina and
Olesya have expressed their disappointment,
because they arrived properly but we messed
it out! EErco has expressed to be deeply sorry
for the inconvenience. This is life; we tried our
best!
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and hear it in the melodies. Also, it’s
great when we use our body for that – we
can feel it more. After that we started to
learn the lyrics and tried to sing one by
one – each of them sang one word from
the sentences by the circle. And in the
end, we combined all of this with body
percussion. It learns to coordinate the
rhythm and melody by singing and
clapping technique. It was interesting.
And that is very important to use live
music in this kind activities.

“EEEEK Alexandreia’s” Vocational
School of Disabled (JobShadowing) 24.10.2018
School for disabled is situated in the
edge of town Alexandria. We have seen
this school inside and visited some
classes. The music lesson was great.
Children repeated the names of musical
instruments, notes and tried to sing
songs with the accompaniment of

communication the principal solves these
problems.

In 24th of October (2018) we visited the
local Vocational School of Secondary
Education for Disabled Students. It was
very interesting place where we could
reach help. At the beginning, we had very
warm meeting and conversation with
Principal and his assistants. After that
they showed all of centre and introduced
us to some teachers and children. They
have a lot of activities like gym, music
lessons, ergo-therapy, different arts, arttherapy, farming and specialists like
school teachers, correctional teachers,
psychologists,
speech
therapist,
neurologist, physiotherapist and more.
This visit was very structural, kind and
clear. After we attended to music lesson
by very nice music teacher and music
therapist.
She
played
traditional
instrument Sanduri and sang together
with adults, taught them musical notation
and musical instruments. They also tried
to play Sanduri. I really liked the lesson,
the
atmosphere
and
energy
of
everybody. It was more than just lesson.

ALEXANDREIA GIDAS Local
Newspaper (Job-Shadowing)
31.10.2018
We went in a local newspaper
Alexandreia-Gidas and had a nice

sanduri music instrument. Children also
draw there, do jewelry, grow plants and
even cook. They eat breakfast together,
doing activities and communicate with
each other. If something goes wrong, for
instance student do not want to go to a
class or there are some problems with

conversation with a owner mr. Tasos. We
have found it very fast, because it’s
located just in the city center. That was
really surprised for me – he could speak
Russian language very well! He showed
us his online-newspaper on computer
where they are publishing the news of
Alexandreia and some advertisings.
Afterwards we went to the room where
they produce video news. They use
interesting innovative technologies and
programs to create a real presentation.
After that, Mr. Tasos kindly invited us to
join the festival and parade of
Alexandreia’s
Independence
from
Othoman Empire, performed by students.

Olesya’s Job-Shadowing Final
Experience | 14.11.2018
Last Job Shadowing Experience in
Black Swan Dance Studio: While
another volunteer was conducting
activities in Pereya, I had an opportunity
to realize all my desires with children in
Black Swan. “If you do not praise
yourself, no one will” we say in Russia.
So, honestly, I have a lot of experience of
working with children different ages. I
studied
age
psychology,
game
engineering, motivation and behavior in
conflict situations, and practiced all these
knowledge in summer camp as a camp
leader. I conducted different art classes
with primary school children during
volunteer project in China and I worked
as a school teacher of physics for half a
year. I have been a tutor of math for 4
years already, so I worked with children
from 6 till 17 years old. I also have a
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young sister. Children are amazing. They
ask you every time <<Why this>> and
<<Why this>> and sometimes you do not
even know the answer, or, may be, you
know, but you need to create a way to
explain it. They are very creative as well:
they do not know a lot of things that is
why their thoughts not to be constrained
by boundaries, on their pictures cats fly
and apples are purple. They can ask you
some questions you do not even thought
about. Children are happy, because they
face a lot of
new
things
and emotions
during each
single
day.
We need to
learn
from
them a lot! I
should return
back
to
reality. As I
already said I
was able to
conduct activities with two different
groups of children in a dance school.
What can I do with children around 5
years old? Of course, the most
interesting for them should be playing!
They already know each other, that is
why we do not need to play introducing
games, but we will do team-building
games. It is very hard to explain rules of
the game, actually. I spoke English and
their teacher translated, but it could be
so many misunderstanding… All together
they did difficult tasks and I believe they
have developed their team work. We did
it and I have seen how children liked it.
As a memorable end, we danced a
Russian horovod. It is very easy and
cooperative dance. With second group, it
was even more intriguing. They were
older then children in a previous group,
but I did not have a translator! It was hard
to explain the rules of games, they didn’t
catch all words. I had a great pleasure to
cooperate with children, hope so
do they.

“MACs Autumn’ 2018" by Alina’s
View

Lyrics and composition was a
great indirect "semiotic" way
of expressing her feelings
across this 2-month challenge
in Alexandreia Imathias and
tour
around
Central
Macedonia
Region
(Alexandreia,
Thessaloniki,
Edessa,
Naousa,
Serres,
Olympus/Litochoro,
Agios
Nikolaos, Kerkini Lake, etc),
Epirus (Preveza) & Sterea
Ellada (Attiki/ Athens). The lyrics of her
song are written below:
“Day after day we go downstairs,
in some deep abyss to sacrifice,
we want to catch all before the sunset &
wait while down will change the night.
Day after day we go straight somewhere
don't even think why,you try to stop...
stop somewhere...and ask yourself: AM I
RIGHT?
Take your time to feel yourself,
take your time to understand,take the
time to live the life..!”

In the frames of the Maximize Ars and
Creativity EVS Project of Autumn 2018
we present you Alina's Creative
Footprint, which was a beautiful song
that has been presented at the final event
of
the
program
(19.11.2018,
Thessaloniki's Town Hall, evening hour).
Alina wrote the Lyrics and composed the
music by her own, inspired by the
experiences and memories during her
stay in Greece; this indirect "semiotic"
expression of her emotional state is what
makes the project "Maximize Arts and
Creativity Skills" a FACT! The lyrics of her
song are written below:
How does Greece sound on my Mind?
Time back, but don't forget to turn
around to understand Was it dawning,
and why is it coming, is there a sunset?
And you are in the mountains (Olympus)
and me So want to come to you Pour me
the coveted nectar And carry on the
wings of the wind...
For hearing the lyrics with the melody,
click
on
the
YouTube
link

For hearing the lyrics with the melody,
click on the YouTube link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_c
ontinue=3&v=TKfCIqCmSMA

“MACs Autumn’ 2018" by
Olesya’s View
In the frames of the Maximize Ars
and Creativity EVS Project of
Autumn 2018 we present you
Olesya's Creative Footprint, which
was a beautiful song that has been
presented at the final event of the
program (19.11.2018, Thessaloniki's
Town Hall, evening hour).
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below: https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=1MMkUVTVmJs .

Thank-you Letter by Katerina
Kotridou’s Dance School
We are very grateful to EERco, to
SONORA
Company
representative,
Polina Kavoura (Music-Therapist) and
Alina Belyaeva (Music-Therapist, EERco
MACs Autumn Volunteer) for the
wonderful music therapy tribute that
they organized for us! The experiences
have been unique by letting us to get
inspired, be creative and optimal for the
upcoming new year!

Thank you Letter by Alexandreia’s
Municipality Representative

Articles
by MACs Autumn

Volunteers

dissemination tool supports the sharing
of thoughts, inspirations, knowledge
exchanges and opinions of Youth and
Leaders in Europe and wider.

Alexandreia | 07.11.2018
On Wednesday, 7 of November, EERco
officers welcomed a representative of the
Greek National Agency, Mrs. Katerina
Kourkouta in MACs Autumn EVS project.
Mrs. Kourkouta, an expert in EVS
projects, shared with us her knowledge,
advising about project’s development &
quality assurance topics. Moreover, she
informed us about European Solidarity
Corps framework and upcoming changes
of EVS projects. The N/A representative
had a short dialogue with EERco
supervisor,
mentors
and
hosted
Volunteers. Comments, questions and
wonders have been stated and a fruitful
discussion has followed. That day was
quite of effective for project’s harmonic
continuity.
th

We are deeply grateful to Alina and
Olesya, volunteers from the distant
Russia (students of music therapy and
fine arts, in the frames of MACs Pr.,
Erasmus+ Program). We really appreciate
their services for entertaining members
and followers of KDAP MEA Alexandria
by their musical and artistic creations.
Thank you, girls!!

“ARTIVIA Youth Magazine”
Official Presentation

Hoping that the team of NGOs and
youngsters that will join this trial will be
widened, we all wish the New Year to be
more exciting, full of challenges of
personal
development
and
career
opportunities for our youth!

Sharing Opinions
by MACs Autumn

Volunteers

HAPPY FACES
In 19th of January EErco has organized
the Annual Meeting for members and
affiliated partners of the Organization for
celebrating the entry
of the New Year.
During the event has
been scheduled an
abstract presentation
of the MACs project
and its outcomes. The
most
noteworthy
announcement
was
the establishment of a
Youth
Magazine,
entitled as ARTIVIA,
which
includes
articles of our "Youth
in Europe" inclusively.
This
new

Visit of the National Agency in

Opportunities Abroad
Hello, my name is Olesya and I am from
Russia. I am now here in Greece as a
EVS volunteer! I will stay here for two
months to support my organization, to do
entertainment activities and to realize my
own project. Do you want to go abroad
for volunteering? I believe yes. So, let’s
see what you can do… Foremost, as
volunteer of ERASMUS+ program I can
advise you to participate in European
Volunteer Service (EVS). You may choose
the country where you would like to
volunteer and the kind of activities you
would like to do. After you found the best
project for you, write the organization that
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proceed this. They will ask you CV,
motivation letter or fill some application
form if they have vacant position. After
they invited you to participate in their
activities you need to find sending NGO
here in Greece. The crucial advantage of
this program is that this program is fully
paid by National Agency of receiving
country. Also, significant condition is that
these programs are usually for whole year
(12 month). If you do not feel like you are
ready to spend 12 month abroad you
may try to find short-term or middle-term
EVS project, but be ready to spend a lot
of time to succeed. Sometimes it took a
lot of time to find good EVS project. If
you do not have an opportunity to spend
time looking for it or you want to go
volunteering just for one or couple of
week,
you
may
try
short-term
volunteering projects. In this case you
should pay for your travel tickets and
some amount of money to organization
that help you participate in this project.
The amount of this projects is enormous,
so just do not give up and you will find an
appropriate one for you! Two years
before I spent one month in China on
such a program! If you do not want to
contact with organizations at all you may
try to contact people directly. Some
people need help with garden, children,
buisness and so on. In exchange, they
provide you housing and food. Have
patient and you will find your best
volunteering program abroad! Good luck!

If you are thinking about EVS project the
most effective way is to find the site
https://europa.eu/. And then you have to
choose:
1. Country where do you want to go.
2. Organisation topic.
3. EVS accreditation type.
After you are finding lots of projects with
the contacts. You should send your
Sending Organization:
SFERA
Movement letter by
Curriculum
vitae and
motivation
Association
email
for projects that you choose. And
then wait, wait and be patient. Better to
Hosting/Coordinating Organization: ESAI EN
start
this process before 6 months of
ROI Cultural Organization of Macedonia - Thrace
project starting date. I had different
opportunities of countries to go. Each 25
your letter makes one response as usual.
So, finally organisations from France,
Italy, Portugal and Greece wanted to see
me as a volunteer. It was my first longterm volunteer experience, so I wanted to
start from two months and found very
interesting project in Greece from EERco
company. There are different choices of
topics that you can find on the site: so, I
chose Culture and art sphere. After
positive feedback, you should find a

sending company. You can find them on
EVS accreditation type form and write a
letter that you were choosed in the
project. And after magic things are
starting...

EVS SUPERVISOR:

N/A: Inedivim GREECE
EUROPEAN VOLUNTARY SERVICE

Math & Greek Alphabet

Maximize Arts and Creativity Skills AUTUMN
ARTIVIA.GR

artivia@esai.gr

As a mathematician, I use a lot of Greek
letters: in statistics, econometrics, in
school geometry also. Even when the
physics starts in school we begin to use
these letters for designation of different
physical parameters. That is maybe
because Greek was used widely for
publishing scientific discoveries during
the
European
Renaissance
(15th
century). When I came to Greece I
noticed that a pronunciation of these
letters is different! In these article, I would
like to show you examples of these
differences. The second letter in a Greek
alphabet (as well as the second part of
the word <<alphabet>>) β is pronounced
like <<veeta>>, but for an angle measure,
for instance, we say <<beta>>. When I
firstly came across this pronunciation I
was really surprised, but in a while I
remembered that even in Russian we
pronounce <<alfaveet>>. In mathematical
analysis, we use Δ for designation of
increment and we pronounce this
<<delta>> while in a Greek alphabet is
<<thelta>>. First yeah physics starts in
schools students are introduced to a
coefficient of efficiency which is indicated
by the letter η. Physics say <<eta>>, but
it is <<eeta>> in Greek. The same with θ
which is <<theta>> in trigonometry or
statistics and <<theeta>> here. Letters μ
(<<mee>>) and ν (<<nee>>) are
transformed into <<mu>> and <<nu>>
respectively. The last one I wanted to
notice
concerns
the
letter
that
mathematics use to denote time: τ,
<<taf>> in Greek, but <<tau>> in a
science. We have also different ways of
putting stress in the letter ω. Whether it is
<<Omega>> or <<omEga>> depends on
a person speaking. But it is not so
entertaining, the ways of emphasize
surnames are also varying. So, that is all I
wanted to say here, hope you liked it!
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AROUND TOWNS

Learn more about our cities…
by MACs Autumn

Volunteers

ALEXANDREIA City | Greece

market here, where you can find
everything in fresh and nice condition.
Here you can also find enough
occupations for children and adults:
English School, Music School, Dance
Studio, Yoga Studio, Karate School,
Taekwondo Studio. I can’t keep silent
about charming balconies of houses,
where you can have a nice conversation
with your closest or just seat alone by
reading or thinking about life. And of
course, people in Alexandreia which
forms the atmosphere and rhythm of life.
They are very friendly, hospitable and
smile every time even if it isn’t so easy on
the soul.

In a first view Alexandreia is very calm
and small city. Looks like everybody
knows each other very well. Alexandreia
doesn’t have huge buildings, despite of
churchs that looks very majestic outside
and charming inside. All the fruits you
can find just in the street’s trees:
pomegranates,
limes,
lemons,
persimmon and many others delight your

Experiencing the taste
of Mediteranean Culture
eyes. All of this
trans-figurate
the
city, make it alive
and
flowering
although it’s autumn
time
now.
Also,
there are big food
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Small town that located between
highland
Veria
and
noisy
Thessaloniki, called Alexandreia,
contain about twenty thousand
inhabitants. Here you may find
anything you want for calm and
comfortable life: supermarkets,
schools, hospital, shops, evening
classes for children and adults,
such as dances, martial arts,
English classes, music school, etc.
There are quite streets almost
without cars and pedestrians at all,
but the main street is always
crowded. Night life could not be
called active, but there are some bars
where you could go to hang out with
your friends. If you want to buy fresh
fruits or even fish you could find them
on Saturday in open market area.
Alexandreia is surrounded by huge fields
of cotton, which separate town from the
mountains. Also in Alexandreia there are
three churches, the beauty of which does
not inferior to the churches in big cities.
This were just standard words about city,
what else? Okay.
- Most of the streets here are one-way.
That is why sometimes to get from one
point to another is easier to walk rather
than drive. But locals mostly neglect
walking, even if you need just 15 minutes
to cross whole town.
- Hospital is free for everybody. If you
have a pain in your leg you could visit
doctor and do x-ray without payment at
all.
- Cotton is everywhere: in trucks, on
roads, on you…
- Locals adore coffee, especially the cold
one. Two cups of coffee are necessary
for having energy the whole day.
- Children here know english very well. A
boy who is nearly 10 years old translated
whole music lesson in music school
<Minor>.
- Here is a good standard of living. Old
people are very active: they participate in
traditional dances and do sports.

Public services are slow. We
are waiting for an electrician for two and
half a week.
- Alexandreia is a small city, honestly. But
even here you could find
traditional Greek festivals.
On 7th of October here
was the Festival of PITA.
Guests of the festival
watched
a
theatrical
performance,
were
included in folk dances
with life music arranged
by the orchestra and also
received a lot of treats:
traditional
puffs
with
cheese, cheese, spinach
and cheese.
So, that is all I wanted to
say
you
about
Alexandreia.

KAZAN City, from the
Past to the Present |
Russian Federation
Kazan is the capital and largest city of
the Republic of Tatarstan in Russia and
it’s situated on Kazanka and Volga river.
With a population of 1,243,500, it is the
sixth most populous city in Russia. Kazan
is one of the largest religious, economic,
political, scientific, educational, cultural
and sports centers in Russia. The Kazan
Kremlin is a World Heritage Site. The
millennium of Kazan was celebrated in
2005.
The origin of the name Kazan is
uncertain. The most accepted legends

derive it from the
Bulgar
(and
also
modern Tatar) word
qazan, which means
'boiler' or 'cauldron'.
Most often appeal to
the version of the
boiling boiler: the
sorcerer
advised
the Bulgars to
build a city where
without any fire
will boil dug into
the ground boiler
with water. As a
result, a similar
place was found
on the shore of
lake
Kaban.
One
legend claims that the city was
named after the river Kazanka, which was
named after the son of a Bulgar governor
dropped a copper cauldron into it.Other
local legends, including research by the
Tatar scholar Shigabetdin Marjani, claim
that the city was named for the
resemblance of the hill on
which it sits to an
upturned
cauldron.
According to the official
version adopted today,
the city was founded
more than 1000 years
ago. The estimated date
of the urban settlement
on the site of Kazan is
1004-1005 years. Kazan
was a border post
between Volga Bulgaria
and two Finnish tribesMari and Udmurt.
Another
vexatious
question is where the
citadel
was
built
originally.
After
the
Mongols ravaged the
Bolğar
and
Bilär
territories in the 13th
century, the surviving
Bulgars recovered in
numbers and a small number of Kipchaks
were assimilated from which they
adopted their language (the so-called
Bulgarism), or Kipchaks and Bulgars
mixed to create a modern Kazan-Tatar
population. Kazan became the center of
the Principality, which was dependent on
The Golden Horde. In the XIII—XIV
centuries, Kazan was growing, becoming
an important trade and political center
within The Golden Horde. The growth of
the city was also promoted by the
successful geographical location at the
intersection of major trade routes
connecting East and West. During the
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same period, the minting of currency
began with the indication of the place of
minting — "Bulgar al-Jadid", that is, a
New Bulgar.
In 1438, the Bulgar fortress Kazan (ISKEKazan) was captured by the ousted
Golden Horde Khan Ulu-Muhamedd, who
killed the local Prince Swan and moved
the fortress to a modern place (according
to Russian Chronicles). The city became
the capital of the Kazan khanate. The city
Bazaar, Taş Ayaq (stone foot) has
become the most important shopping
center in the region, especially for
furniture. Handicraft production also
flourished, as the city gained a reputation
for its leather and gold products, as well
as the wealth of its palaces and
mosques. Kazan had trade relations with
Moscow, Crimea, Turkey and other
regions.
As a result of the Siege of Kazan in 1552,
Russia under Ivan the Terrible conquered
the city and massacred the majority of
the population. Also as a result of the
Siege of Kazan 8,000 slaves were set
free. During the subsequent governorship
of Alexander Gorbatyi-Shuisky, most of
the khanate's Tatar residents were killed
or forcibly Christianized, the Kerashen
Tatars. Mosques and palaces were
ruined. The surviving Tatar population
was moved to a place 50 kilometers (31
mi) away from the city and this place was
forcibly
settled
by
Russian
farmers and
soldiers.
Tatars in the
Russian
service were
settled in the
Tatar Bistäse
settlement
near the city's wall. Later Tatar
merchants and handicraft masters also
settled there. During this period, Kazan
was largely destroyed as a result of
several great fires. After one of them in
1579, the icon Our Lady of Kazan was
discovered in the city.
In the early 17th century, at the beginning
of the Time of Troubles in Russia, the
Tsardom
of
Kazan
declared
independence with the help of the
Russian
population,
but
this
independence was suppressed by
Kuzma Minin in 1612.
In 1708, the Tsardom of Kazan was
abolished, and Kazan became the seat of
Kazan Governorate. After Peter the
Great's visit, the city became a center of
shipbuilding for the Caspian fleet. The

major Russian poet Gavrila Derzhavin
was born in Kazan in 1743, the son of a
poor country squire of Tatar ancestry
though himself having a thoroughly
Russian identity.
After the Russian Revolution of 1905,
Tatars were allowed to revive Kazan as a
Tatar cultural center. The first Tatar
theater and the first Tatar newspaper
appeared. In 1917, Kazan became one of
the revolution centers. In 1918, Kazan
was the capital of the IdelUral State, which was
suppressed
by
the
Bolshevist government. In
1920, Kazan became the
center of Tatar Autonomous
Soviet Socialist Republic. In
the 1920s and 1930s, most
of the city's mosques and
churches were destroyed, as
occurred elsewhere in the
USSR. During World War II, many
industrial plants and factories to the west
were relocated in Kazan, making the city
a center of the military industry,
producing tanks and planes. After the
war Kazan consolidated as an industrial
and scientific center. In 1979, the city's
population reached one million. In the
late 1980s and in the 1990s, after the
dissolution of the Soviet Union, Kazan
again became the center of Tatar culture
and identity, and separatist tendencies
intensified. With the return of capitalism,
Kazan became
one of the
most
important
centers of the
Russian
Federation.
Since
2000,
the city has
been
undergoing a
total renovation.
The city's population consists mostly of
ethnic Russians (48.6%) and ethnic
Tatars (47.6%). The other ethnicities are
Chuvash,
Ukrainians,
Azerbaijanis,
Vietnamese and Jews. Predominant
faiths of Kazan city are Sunni Islam and
Orthodox Christianity, with Roman
Catholicism, Protestantism, Judaism and
the Bahá'í Faith also represented. The
Russian language is widely spoken in the
city. Tatar is also widely spoken, mainly
by Tatars. Kazan has a humid continental
climate with long, cold winters (colder
than Moscow), and warm, often dry
summers. The most important places that
must visit any tourist in Kazan is Kremlin
with its Qolşärif Mosque, Annunciation
Cathedral and Söyembikä Tower. Also
there are unusual Kazanka river and

Kaban lake embankment, beautiful Gorky
park and “Forest”, many other nice
parks. Close to Kazan there are very
interesting building - Temple of all
religions, beautiful historical island
Sviyazhsk, Raifa male monastery.

KAZAN City, Culture &
Traditions Russian
Federation
Kazan and Tatarstan
region are the big
cultural
and
sport
centre. It has its own
history and traditions
different from russian tatar culture. We have
the same official selebrations as all
Russian Federation, but despite of them
there are:
1. Nowruz - is the day of the arrival of
spring and the awakening of nature, the
day of renewal and of the fallout. It’s the
beginning of a new field work cycle, a
new year for farmers,
2. Sabantuy - the end of spring crop
planting with a lot of competitions
between local cirizens (SUV racing,
swimming races with inflatable hurdles
and other enjoyable nonsense such as
trying to climb up a slippery pole and
sack racing. There are also folk song and
dances, but the main event is the Koresh
tournament, Tatar national belt wrestling.
3. Ramadan also known as Ramazan is
the ninth month of the Islamic calendar
and is observed by Muslims worldwide
as a month of fasting (Sawm) to
commemorate the first revelation of the
Quran to Muhammad according to
Islamic belief
4. Festival of Sacrifice, is the second of
two
Islamic
holidays
celebrated
worldwide each year (the other being Eid
al-Fitr), and considered the holier of the

two.
On April 2009, the Russian Patent Office
granted Kazan the right to brand itself as
the "Third Capital" of Russia. In 2009 it
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was chosen as the "sports capital of
Russia"and it still is referred to as such.
In 2011, the European Weightlifting
Championships were held here. The city
hosted the 2013 Summer Universiade,
2014 World Fencing Championships, the
2015 World Aquatics Championships,
and is one of the host cities for the 2017
FIFA Confederations Cup and, for the
first time in Russia, the official stage of
the
Red
Bull
Air
Race
World
Championship under the auspices of the
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale
(FAI). Kazan has also held the World
Wushu Championships. In 2018, Kazan
became one of the cities where the 2018
FIFA World Cup was held.
Besides of these different festivals are
hold in Kazan: Krutushka - international
ethnical festival of music, dance and
traditions; Jazz music festival in Kremlin;
Rudolf Nuriyev International Festival of
Ballet; Feodor Chaliapin International
Opera Festival; Minbar international
muslim cinema festival.
Traditional Tatar Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeE
6kaJXDds,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KO
5gvdApLU&list=PL4cd97WhpOjLyqEUx8HvzOTjKMSpeSP&index=21
Modern Tatar Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJE
KejCMexM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJtU
bLcQVvU
Traditional Tatar Dance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSrd
g9VLsrg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fi_kxtLz0
Kazan Contemporary Ballet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mgz
EtiQD68o
There different theatres in Kazan: Opera
and Ballet theater named by Musa Jalil;
Russian drama theater named by
Kachalov; Tatar theater named by Kamal;
Tatar drama theater named by Karim
Tinchurin; Young Spectator’s theater;
Kariev theatre, etc. Traditional tatar food
are very delicious: the most famous are
cookies like balesh, elesh, echpochmak,
kystyby, chak-chak, talkysh kalave. There
are also sups like lapsha, sulpa and
manty.
Famous
paintors:
Baki
Urmanche...

MOSCOW City, from the Past to
the Present | Russian Federation

My name is Olesya
Ilinskaya and I am from
Moscow – the most
beautiful city and the
capital of Russia. I
wrote here for you
about my city.
History
Since it was first
mentioned
in
the
chronicles of 1147,
Moscow has played a
vital role in Russian
history. This date is the
year of birth of the city.
But the foundation of Moscow is
attributed
to
Suzdal prince Yuri
Dolgoruky. In 1156 the first references to
the construction of a wall around a
growing city called Moscow began to
appear in Russian documents as did
descriptions of the city being attacked by
the Mongols in the 13th century. In 1156
the Prince ordered to erect a new
wooden fort, the future Moscow Kremlin,
on the steep Borovitsky hill that towers
above the Moskva River. Moscow was
first made a capital city in 1327 when it
was named the capital of the VladimirSuzdal principality. It later became known

as the Grand Duchy of Moscow.
Throughout much of the rest of its
history, Moscow was attacked by rival
empires and armies. In the 17th century a
large part of the city was damaged during
citizen uprisings and in 1771 much of
Moscow's population died due to the
plague. Shortly thereafter in 1812,
Moscow's citizens burned the city during
Napoleon's invasion. After the Russian
Revolution in 1917, Moscow became the
capital of what would eventually become
the Soviet Union in 1918. During World
War II, however, a large portion of the city
suffered
damage
from
bombings.
Following WWII, Moscow grew but
instability continued in the city during the
fall of the Soviet Union. Since then,
though, Moscow has become more

stable and is a growing economic and
political center of
Russia.
Geography
Moscow is located in
Russia's
Central
Federal District along
the Moscow River
and covers an area
of 2561 sq km.
Located
in
the
UTC+3-time
zone,
Moscow has a humid
continental climate.
The hottest months
are June and July,
while the coldest is January. The average
high temperature for July is 24°C and the
average low for January is -12°C. On
average Moscow has 194 days of abovezero and 103 days of below-zero
temperature every year. The city of
Moscow is governed by one mayor but it
is also broken down into ten local
administrative divisions called okrugs and
123 local districts. The population of
Moscow is 12 506 468 people as of
2018.
Famous People
1. Alexader Pushkin – the author of the
verse novel 'Eugene Onegin' and a
lot of other pieces of art
2. Peter the great – the czar who
modernized 18th century Russia
3.

Fedor Dostoevsky --The author of
“Crime and Punishment” and others

4.

TATU – Teen "lesbian" singing duo
from Russia

5.

Sergey Brin – The co-founder of
Google

6.

Michail Lermontov – Romantic writer,
poet and painter

Places to Visit
The most famous sight in Moscow is the
Kremlin (1). It is situated at the very heart
of Moscow, overlooking the Moscow
River to the south, Saint Basil's Cathedral
(2) and Red Square (3) to the east, and
the Alexander Garden (4) to the west. Big
theater (5) is a beautiful building in the
center of Moscow where you may see
traditional Russian ballet of opera, by the
way tickets are really expensive. Central
Park of Culture and Rest named after
Maxim Gorky (6) attract people with its
beauty and various of activities. State
Tretyakov Gallery (7) is the most famous
art museum with works of artists up to
the XXI century. Moscow State University
(MSU) (8) is one of the buildings of the
Stalin skyscrapers. The appearance of
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the building will not leave indifferent.
Ostankino Tower (9) is a TV tower in the
form of a rocket height of 45 floors with
open observation square. Not far away
from Moscow you may visit cities of the
Golden Ring (10). The Golden Ring is a
ring of cities northeast of Moscow. The
cities
are
famous

for their old churches. Moscow city (11)
is a complex of high buildings where
majority of offices are situated. GUM (12)
is the main department store, quite
expensive by the way. Everywhere you
will go in the center of Moscow (13) you
will find amazing architecture, well
maintained clean streets, lots of
museums and squares.

MOSCOW City, Culture &
Traditions | Russian Federation
Traditional Meals
The most popular
traditional meals are:
(1) Borsh – traditional
Russian soup which is
made of beet and
tomatoes;
(2) Kvas – a drink
which is prepared on
the basis of fermentation of flour or
bread;
(3) Pancakes – flour (usually round shape
and thin) product which is served with
sour cream, jam of mince;
(4) Okroshka – cold soup based on kefir
or kvas;
(5) Syrniki – pancakes made of cottage
cheese;
(6) Pelmeni – balls of meat in the dough;
(7) Tula’s pastila and gingerbread – sweet
souvenirs from Tula;
(8) Kulebyaka – traditional pie with meat.

They usually dance in folk costumes
which are red with white dresses for
women and pants and shirts for
men.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
OANzLIuxhNoRussia is also famous for
its ballet. The first Russian ballet group
appeared in the 18th century. During the
reign of Ekaterina II (Catherine the Great),
ballet became extremely popular, even
Russian aristocrats were learning how to
dance it. Once Paul I became emperor,he
made some changes: by his rule, male
dancers were no longer allowed to dance
ballet on stage. Female dancers had to
learn male roles.Sergei Dyagilev created
the ballet brand ‘Russian Seasons’ by
Sergei Dyagilev swept over the world in
the beginning of twentieth century. Three
out of the top five world ballets come
from Russia. ‘Swan Lake’ and ‘The
Nutcracker’ by Tchaikovsky, as well as
‘Romeo and Juliet’ by Prokofiev made it
on
the
list.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17T3
kn66Oos

enjoy Sculpture masterpieces, mozaika
and paintings. I will give you a list of 8 the
most famous paintings in Russia:
(1) “The Girl with Peaches” (1887) by
Valentin Serov
(2) “Portrait of Russian poet Alexander
Pushkin” (1827) by Orest Kiprensky
(3) “The Appearance of Christ to the
People” (1837 – 1857) by Alexander
Ivanov
(4) “The Rooks Have Come Back” (1871)
by Aleksey Savrasov
(5) “Black Square” (1915) by Kazimir
Malevich
(6) “Morning in a Pine Forest” (1886) by
Ivan Shishkin
(7) “Ivan-Tsarevich Riding a Grey Wolf“
(1889) by Viktor Vasnetsov
(8) “The ninth wave“ (1850) by Ivan
Aivazovsky

Theater
Russia is deservedly proud of its theater
art. The approach of training actors
developed by K.S. Stanislavsky is known
everywhere in the world, theatre plays
have been always written by the best
writers, and hot performances express
the tension of the epoch. Russian people
have always gone to the theater not so
much for the entertainment but for
revelation, for the truth.
Paintings
In Moscow as well as in Saint-Petersburg
you will find a lot of art galleries.
The
most
famous
are:
Tretyakov Gallery (Moscow) ,
Pushkin Museum (Moscow )
and Hermitage ( SaintPetersburg). There you may

Russian folk dances
Our Traditional Dances are characterized
by dynamism and complex movements.
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Having a Wild Weekend in

once a day, so nothing stopped us from
going this way by foot on
Monday. The rest half of the
way we did through an olive
grove. The views are amazing, I
would like to spent more time
there! The bus from Kala Nera
went not the same way as we thought it
will so we missed it and we should try

Touring across Macedonia & Thessaly

Katerini |
06.10.2018
during the W02 days-off

This weekend we woke up very early to
go to Katerini by hitchhiking. It was very
nice and hot day. So, we tried to catch a
car just several minutes and one car
stopped to ask our destination. After the
guy told that he lives very close to
Alexandreia just in Niseli village, but he
will drop us till Katerini. We were really
lucky and he was very hospitable! So, we
came to Katerini where we could meet
with our friend near bus station. After
meeting we saw very beautiful center of
Katerini, Municipal park. It looks very wild
and even there are some animals there –
that’s really unusual! And it’s just near the
down town. This day we also visited
Paralleia beach. It was stormy, that’s why
we couldn’t swim, but working around
seaside was also nice. Next day we,
finally, decided to go to Olympus! It was
really nice decision and such a nice day
to do it. We started our track near two
beautiful waterfalls, where I decided to
swim. Water was really cold, but it was
so fresh, that I dived again and again. So,
after we started tracking by climbing
higher. I falt down in one place and
couldn’t go farther. So, should go back. It
was really lucky coincidence that our
friend was physiotherapist and he could
make me first aid! Despite of this
situation I spent very nice time in this
area and should come back again to
conquer the mountain!!!

Marvelous Sightseings in Volos &
the Mountain Pelion | 13.10.2018

Touring in Volos City,
Makrinitsa
&
Portaria
Villages.
I
was
just
searching a map and I saw
a sufficiently large city near
the sea named Volos. Not a
big distance from the city. I
noticed mountain's peaks
and some villages around.
I
like
sea,
I
like
mountains, so... During
my long weekends, I went
to Volos with my friend who
came to visit me. Volos is a port city,
but there are also some clean beaches
where
you
can
swim. Here you may
find
traditional
taverns. The most
interesting in my
opinion was <<Me
Zen>>, where you
can order tsipuro or
ouzo (as well as
wine or beer) with a
fish mese (small
place of a fish from
a cooker). In the bus
station of Volos, you
may catch the bus
to different villages
in Pelion mountain.
First day we choose
Partaria
and
Makrinitsa.
These
are two small villages
on the top of a mountain. Makrinitsa is
also called a <<balcony of Pelion>>,
because it offers views of the entire Volos
and a bay. Cobbled streets, all houses
that are made of special stones, old
stairs leading up or down and ancient
churches give that place a special
atmosphere. The terrain is very calm and
soothing especially in that dull morning
when we were visiting it. Portaria has
Centaur trail which in Autumn time looks
especially attractive: wooden bridges
over the river, the golden leaves covering
the paths and sun rays warming you in a
cool wet day. In Partaria we also founded
some paths (arrows and marks) that
leads us at night through the whole
village to observation place where we
saw fascinating lights of the night
Volos. Next day we decided to do a
footpath from village Milies to Kala
Nera. We did a half of this way by old
railway. Train goes there only weekends

hitchhiking. A kind family stopped and
get us to Volos where we spent a
beautiful evening.

New Adventures & Exciting
Experiences in METEORA |
20.10.2018
Meteora. Caaaat, cat in the mountain, in
Kalambaka. Not that
funny
and
rhythmically as in Russian language,
sorry, it was my funny song after half of a
bottle of Greek wine. During my long
weekends, I with my friend also visited
city Kalambaka which situated at the foot
of famous rocks Meteora. We started our
walk from the early morning and visited
village Kastraki, frightening caves and
hiked that rocks on the footpaths.
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Amazing views, tangled paths, ancient
monastery which were... full of people!!! I
hate such places where you could find so
many tourists that came here by bus or
car. We even visited one the monastery,
but it was not the atmosphere. After a
tasty lunch when it became to be darker
we went to another monastery closer to
Kalamb2aka. The views were terrific:
awesome sunset and nobody around
you... silence and peace. I really liked that
place, and my song will always remind
me about that great time I had there.

Exploring the Secrets of Vergina &
touring in Naousa | 02.11.2018
I woke up on Friday morning in very
adventure mood because we should

make a tour near Imathia region with
EERco members. So we started from
Vergina – very beautiful place near
mountains and very famous by it’s
history. I’m not a big fan of museums, but
the Museum of Phillippos II I lked
madly. I think I could spend there all day,
but we had a rich program for this day.
Big tombs, very interesting finds – all of
this talk about how ancient and majestic
greek civilization and immerse you the
atmosphere of those times. I was very
surprised that Royal Palace – king of
Phillippos II is situated in these beautiful
places, in the region, close to us! And it

was strange to know it is disassembled in
parts and in the transferring process to
Pella. Further our path went to
picturesque Prodromas monastery on the
Aliakmonas river. Beside of its charm
beauty this place has very calm and cozy
sensation. As I understood Saint
Dimitrious was living here in a cave and
could find the church later, when it
became a monastery. I was very
surprised to see the russian icon of
Blessed Matrona there!!! Also, I was
happy to be in the places where taught
Aristotelous in his school near
Naoussa. This is a very modest rocky
place with a small cave inside. It was
really nice to feel the atmosphere,
where Alexandros Megalo had
philosophy lessons from Aristotelous
himself, where the mystery of
knowledge
transferring
was
happening!!! After we were in biggest
region park in Naoussa with playful
and stormy river. It’s like a big forest
with a reserved area with animals.
And in the end, we spent a great time
together with very delicious tradional
greek food in taverna. We tried a fish
from this Naoussas river, salads, boiled
vegetables, burgundi and vine.
It was very nice day I can say!
really lucky and he was very hospitable!

Trips around Alexandreia: Veroia
& Edessa Cities | 09.11.2018
Veria is located not so far away from
Alexandria. It is just 15 minutes by train.
But actually, trains here are not going
very often and time is not convenient. So
we decided to hitchhike. Elderly couple
picked us up and landed us in the center
of the town. It was very funny that they
knew the Erasmus programs! Veria is full

of tiny ancient churches, narrow streets
that goes up and down and old houses.
Center of the city is more modern:
fountains, large squares and lots of
shops. I decided to explore the area
upstairs. Veria is surrounded my
mountains, so why not to hike one of
them? :) On the hill, I saw a church that
were more looked like a Russian rather
than Greek and I went up to explore.
Then the wide dirt road lead me to the
deep forest where you may observe the
whole town in one side as well as

mountains in the other. The weather was
very hot and a forest was very fresh and
colorful, it hid me from that strong sun.
Walking along the country road to the
railway station we caught the train to
Edessa to look at the waterfalls before
become dark. Train was late on 15
minutes but it was not that bad, the bad
was that the train stopped in the middle
of its way in a field for more than 40
minutes! So, when we reached the
destination it was getting dark, but we
had a little time to watch the great
waterfall. We also went into the small
cave near and saw a bat! It was nice day,
nice walk. nice places...
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